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Falcon Products and Technology

FTI is a leading world class manufacturer of professional 

optical data storage media and archival solutions provider. 

FTI offers to its partners strategic advantages essential to 

achieving success in a competitive marketplace. 

The company is setting a new industry benchmark by 

providing superior quality media solutions and rapid 

fulfillment through ground breaking manufacturing and 

logistics operations.

FTI is one of the leading manufacturers of professional and 

archival recordable optical storage media in the world. 

FTI is dedicated to creating optical media solutions that 

deliver the ultimate performance, reliability and durability 

for professional and archival applications.

FalconMedia, the brand of FTI, is highly appreciated and 

benchmarked by reputable international laboratories and 

certification bodies.

Industry

Manufacturing

Head Quarters

RAK – UAE

Website

www.falconrak.com

Client

Falcon Technologies Intl

> Single and double layered recorded 
DVD media

> Recordable and rewritable Blue-ray 
discs

> Ultra Hard Coat (UHC) scratch 
resistance technology

> Professional inkjet and thermal 
printable disc surfaces

> Archival grade media designed for 
extended longevity

   

FTI "stores its security" with 
Zucchetti Axess solutions
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Zucchetti Axess S.p.A. • Via Rossini, 1
20020 Lainate (MI) • Italy  
contact@axesstmc.com

www.axesstmc.com 

Client Requirements

The most crucial requisites for the update and implementation of the 

new system in FTI were to control access in their production environ-

ment. They had to permit/deny specific staff to specific areas and ensure 

harmony in working environment. Time and attendance management 

and data collection with multiple shifts was another major task that had 

to be achieved. In addition, T&A readers had to be placed at every access 

point in the factory. 

Achieved Project

FTI chose the most satisfactory solution proposed by Zucchetti Axess, 

based on XAtlas software to manage access control, T&A for data. 

Why Zucchetti Axess?

Mr. Aftab Aalam

IT Manager - FTI

“I’ve been working with FTI since 2005 and I have experienced the 

‘Axess TMC competency’ right from implementation to support 

throughout. I am convinced that Italian products ensure the same 

quality and better flexibility than German products - besides more 

competitive in pricing. This is why FTI made a decision to choose systems 

from Zucchetti Axess SpA which is now running perfect and fulfilling FTI 

needs.”


